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Hi, It’s Sara Nguyen. Thank you for requesting The Art of You: Personal Branding Guide.
You’re about to learn about the rewarding process of building a Personal Brand.

Why build a Personal Brand?
Building a unique Personal Brand is a satisfying and necessary process if you want to create a
business that you deeply love and that attracts the kind of clients that you enjoy working with
(Boo! to the horrible, soul sucking vampire clients! Yay! to the kind, fun and easy to work with
clients!).
When you look closely at celebrities who are insanely popular for the right reasons (think Taylor
Swift or Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson...yup...I went there) - what is it that makes them stand out? Is
it their dashing 
debonair
looks? Or is it their charismatic-can’t-look-away personality? Maybe it’s
their sheer talent for their art. Whilst Taylor and Dwayne’s talent cannot be disputed, what makes
them so seductive is all of the above. It’s their Personal Brand.
Your viewpoints, quirks, style, voice and skills combined is what makes up your Personal Brand.
However, in order to do this right and not appear narcissistic, you’ve got to do it in the right way.
Developing your Personal Brand requires a methodical process that involves defining who you are,
your non-negotiables for the work that you deliver and who you want to serve.
Your Personal Brand manifest itself as the boundaries you set, defining what you do and how you
present your work to the world. Co-incidentally this is how you intentionally build an audience and
repel those pesky people who aren’t a fit for you.
Regardless of which industry you’re in, the truth is that there are other people who offer products
and services that will pretty much be similar to what you do. What it takes to stand out, to carve
yourself out as different - is the best asset you’ve got...it’s you. You’re the 1%.
Whilst putting yourself out there truthfully and vulnerably is excruciatingly painful at first, you’ll
find it is far easier to create a personal brand that reflects who you are, than to try and create an
identity that is inauthentic and to be just like the rest of the crowd.

The process
In this Personal Branding Guide, I’m going to take you through my system for developing a Personal
Brand. I’ve broken it down into 5 sections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Finding your voice, your service and your tribe
Building your fortress, a base for your personal brand to thrive
Your weaponry (equipment and software to create your content)
Winning with engaging content (strategies for promotion)
Making bank (generating a sustainable income) **BONUS

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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By the end of the guide, you’ll know exactly what you need to do to begin building a Personal
Brand that attracts clients that you want. I’ve also included “Action Steps” for all of the relevant
sections - because I’m nice like that. ;)
At the end of the guide, I’ll also talk about the services available to you to help you progress
quickly in your development of your brand so you can begin creating content and bringing in
clients into your business.
Let’s get started to help you build a beautiful personal brand that you can proudly promote.
<3
Sara

Who Am I?
I’m Sara Nguyen, as Digital Marketing Strategist from Sydney,
Australia. Currently roaming the globe while working online. I believe
beautiful brands sell more and that anyone can truly build a brand into
a profitable business with the right tools, strategy and hustle.

I love building sleek, modern brands my clients can be proud to promote
and that helps create more business opportunities for them.

I’ll keep it simple and random with these 10 facts:

1.

I love web design and marketing but the internet
marketing and advertising industry - not so much.

2. My grandfather is my biggest hero. He lead my
family’s escape from Vietnam after the Vietnam War
so we could have a better life. That’s him and I to the
right.
3. My parents purchased a computer for our family when
I was about 5 years old which began my love for
learning and creating things with technology.

4. I’m a self confessed introvert and nerd (not that those two are inextricably correlated)

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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5. I grew up in Sydney, Australia and that’s really where I spent most of my life, until
moving overseas in 2014 with my husband indefinitely... We now consider ourselves
nomads, working online, travelling from city to city with stable internet.
6. I’m addicted to coffee. I probably drink more coffee than you.
7. I was able to work on amazing brands and websites in my 10 years in the corporate
marketing world before I left to start my own business.
8. My momma, to this day still calls me “
Bé 
” an endearing Vietnamese word for “baby”
9. I love my job! I love helping people design their brands, websites, design, colours and
seductive copy. I love putting them together in a cohesive way to bring out your
personality so that your customers “get you” and want your services.

10. That’s what I hope to do for you here…help you create a stunning brand that is
“you”, so you can be proud to promote your services. Are you ready? 
Contact me now
.

Follow me on:
My website: 
www.saranguyenonline.com
Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/saranguyenonline
Youtube: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpBomHY8eJ7ai5712XsiJ4w
Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/misssaranguyen
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Finding your voice, your service and your tribe
Before you even think about posting on social media you need to establish the basis of your
personal brand.
This is the fun and daunting part. It’s about defining who you are in all your honest and glorious
weirdness.
It’s about being picky with who you want to work with and what audience you want to serve.
And it’s about drawing a line in the sand to allow yourself to say no to the people and work that
doesn’t serve you.
For the visual people reading this guide, here’s a venn diagram of this harmonious step below:

Your Voice.
Here is where you define “who you are” and all of the things that make you unapologetically you.
What are you passions, what do you love about yourself, what makes your heart sing?
For me, I’ve discovered that my voice is:
- I am a coffee and wine addict (don’t judge me)
- I love travelling and exploring and have been roaming the world full time since 2014.
- I am a nerdette and proud of it. (#geekette)
- I love technology, design, websites and all things web marketing.
What I love most about this section is that it can’t be replicated. So even if someone actually goes to
the effort of copying me, it won’t serve them because my voice, my audience and my service is my
trifecta - not theirs.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Action step:
Dig deep. This is your chance to draw out how you want to present yourself and your business to
the world. Take a piece of paper out and write down 5-7 bullet points to define your voice and
what you love to do.

Your Service.
In order to have a successful brand and business, you need to make money. Figuring out how you
are going to make money in the beginning stages of your business is important. After all, if you
want to make money, you need to make an offer. And you can’t make an offer if you haven’t
determined what products or services you provide.
Think about what skills you have or that you can learn, that helps people move away from their
pains or towards their joy (kudos to Tony Robbins for the pain/joy principle).
This section is about your purpose. What were you put on this earth to do? Now is the time to
commit to putting your purpose into action and giving people access to it.
Keep in mind that your purpose needs to be something that people will pay for - otherwise it isn’t a
business.
What do you offer and how are you going to package and price it so people can buy it from you?
Your offering will help you draw a line in the sand, allowing you to say yes to the people who
you want to serve and no to the work and people who aren’t aligned to you.
After all, one of the rewarding parts of being in business is being able to work with clients that you
really enjoy working with. And serving a tribe who care about what you have to say.

Action step:
Sit down and write out what services you are going to offer. Price them. Package them. Decide on
what they are going to be for now, remembering that this is a process and you can go back and
update or change your services later. For now you need to draw that line in the sand and say
what you want to offer.
Hint: if you are going to offer a service, think about creating a few pricing options. If you have a
Website design service, have a low, medium and a high end package. Offering a few choice
increases your chances of closing a sale.

Your Tribe.
Part of having a successful Personal Brand is about targeting a relevant audience who become your
tribe.
Seth Godin, author of “Tribes:We need you to lead us” defines a tribe as:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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“... A group of people connected to one another, connected to a leader, and connected to an idea. For
millions of years, human beings have been part of one tribe or another. A group needs only two
things to be a tribe: a shared interest and a way to communicate.”
So in order to define your tribe, you need to decide:
- Who do you want to serve?
Specifically what are the demographics, geographics and traits
of your ideal customer?
-

What’s the shared interest that you and this tribe share? -this can be aligned with the
industry that you service. For example, you could be in the wine lovers niche, meat lovers,
raw food enthusiast or crazy-people-who-do-marathons niche or the 4am early risers niche.
Here’s where you connect your passion with your purpose to serve an aggregate of people
with a common interest in the area you serve.

-

Where are you going to grow this tribe from?
Think social media - does your audience
hang out on Facebook, twitter, forums? This is where you want to communicate with your
tribe.

Action step:
Make time to outline what the 3 elements of your tribe are. Once you’ve outlined them, draw
your own venn diagram and see if you have your voice, your service and your tribe working in
harmony. This is your Personal Brand and this will be what you are known for and how people
experience you and your work.

Building your fortress: A base for your Personal Brand to thrive
Once you’ve established your voice, your tribe and your purpose, you can begin creating your
Personal Brand assets - a fortress/kingdom where you can raise your flag and rule supreme.
Here, you can invite your tribe to join you, a place you can thrive with them in.
Your fortress also protects you from invaders - people are aren’t part of your tribe….it provides you
with huge freaking walls to keep them out and protect you from people who aren’t aligned to your
purpose.
Building your fortress with 3 components in mind will help you create a solid base to grow your
Personal Brand from.

1. Your Website.
Having a website allows you to communicate your message on a territory that you completely
own. Some people argue that you don’t need to have a website, that a Facebook page or landing
page is simply enough. I disagree.
When building a Personal Brand, your website is one the best tools that allows people to learn more
about you, engage with your content and determine if your offerings can serve their needs..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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And the truth is, no matter how great your business, if your website is ugly or non existent, the
level of credibility for your business also decreases. It’s harsh but true: beautiful websites sell more.
Getting your website setup doesn’t have to be as difficult as everyone says it is either. You have
two options.
Option A: Learn how to set up a website and do it yourself.
You can find my online course 
“Designing your beautifully branded website”
on 
Curious.com
to help
you. I teach you everything you need to get your website set up, including: purchasing web
hosting, choosing a domain name and selecting a beautiful wordpress theme for your website to
making it beautiful and functional.
OR Option B:. Find and pay someone to do it for you.
My team and I build beautiful websites as part of our service. You can 
contact me
if you’re
interested in having us help you develop your brand and website.

Action step: 
Go and get your website done! Whether it’s doing it yourself or finding someone to
do it for you - this needs to be done ASAP!

2. Your Branded Social Media
Ah Social Media - you came and you conquered. Social Media is a valuable tool to have in your
branding arsenal for many reasons. The most significant reason is that this platform allows you to
be seen and reach people who may join your tribe.
Many people get overwhelmed with the sheer amount of social media networks out there. To get
started, you only need the basics and you can add more down the track as necessary.
I typically recommend you start with:
A Facebook Page.
A twitter Page.
A YouTube Channel.
A Pinterest account if your business can easily be visually represented.
These are free to set up and use, but also allow you to use their advertising options to help increase
your reach which is extremely useful in the early stages of building your personal brand.
You can simplify the setup process by using 1 design for all of your social media cover images and
just having them resized for the different platforms.
My team and I can help you with a beautiful design. 
Contact us to discuss :)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Action step:
Start by setting up accounts with Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Pinterest. Get a graphic
designer to create your social media covers to reflect your brand. If you need help with this
Contact us to discuss :)
3. Your Email list
One of the crucial assets to start building in your business is your email list. The purpose of your
email list is to provide you with another way of communicating with your tribe that you can
control. Your list also becomes an asset that you can promote your offers too and make money from.
They say the magic size for a list to start generating money for you is 1000. This is based on the
average conversion rates. It varies by industry but is a good number to aim for when you’re just
starting out.
To build your email list you need to have sign up forms on your website at the very least. These
sign up forms need to be integrated with an email marketing provider to comply with local and
international SPAM laws.
There’s lots of different email marketing providers who you can use to manage this. I personally use
Aweber
for my own business and find it extremely flexible and easy to use. M
ailchimp
,
Active

Campaign
and 
Constant Contact
are also popular options to consider as well.
You will also need to create a sign-up incentive - something that you offer people for free, in
exchange for their email address. A free report, a free checklist, free guide, MP3 download...anything
of value that helps your readers solve a burning pain that they have.
If you use your email list correctly and nurture a relationship with them by providing useful
content that helps establish you as an authority, eventually your tribe will begin to know, like and
trust you. And the more this happens, the higher the propensity of them buying off you is.

Action step:
Have a look at the different email marketing providers recommended above and sign up for an
account. Also consider what free sign up incentive you need to create for your website and get to
work creating it. You then need to integrate your sign up freebie, with your form and email
marketing service provider. Get a developer to help you do this if you have difficulty figuring it
all out.

Your weaponry (equipment and software to create your
content)
In order to engage with people on social media or your website you need to leverage the power of
content.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Content can be anything from videos, to blog post, to infographics, videos and hints and tips. The
idea in creating content is to provide value to your audience so that you can increase your reach,
drive traffic back to your website so you can convert your traffic into buyers.
You need to create awesome content, lots of it and lots of it consistently to really grow your
personal brand.
I’m going to focus on video as your secret weapon. Video is one of the most impactful ways to get
your message across that I highly recommend. The combination of visual and audio content, helps
people to get to know, like and trust you faster than they would via a written blog post.
Below I’ll list some recommended equipment to help you begin creating videos.

Video
Webcam: 
Logitech C920
for recording from your desktop.
When recording face to camera, one of the easiest ways to do so is using a web camera. With my
Logitech C920 I can easily plug it into my laptop via USB and use recording software such as
Screenflow (for mac) or Camtasia (for PC) to record directly into my computer. No need to export
the video, removing 1 step of the recording and editing process.
The web camera is small but packs a powerful punch with quality HD video recording capability.

Your Smart Phone
for recording on the go.
This isn’t a debate of whether the 
iPhone
or an Android is better. These days, video recording
quality on a smartphone has become extremely high quality. This provides you with an
opportunity to use your smartphone as a recording device to produce video!
In my experience, I find that the iPhone is better supported than Android for video recording
attachments such as external microphones and adaptors. So if you need to make a decision, having
an iPhone will make your life a little easier and the models from the iPhone 5s onwards have a
solid camera. If you already have an Android, don’t worry it’s totally okay to use that as well.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Action step:
Decide on what type of video you want to create for now and the budget you want to spend on
a video camera and buy it. I recommend the Logitech C920 because it’s affordable, extremely
versatile and produces amazing quality video. If you have a Smart Phone and want to use that do that. If you have another video recording device - be it a digital camera with video, or a
video camera - use that. Don’t get caught up here, the video camera is just a tool for now, the
bigger picture is the content you create with it.

Microphone/Audio
Using an external audio recording device makes a big difference to the quality of your video.
The microphone on your phone and computer is okay to use if you really don’t have budget for
any equipment right now. The problem with them is that they are low definition and pick up on
ambient sound.
I recommend you invest in a microphone to get sexy, clear HD audio for your videos.
Blue Yeti Pro Condenser Microphone
for desktop recording.
I cannot even begin to express my love for this stunning microphone. I’ve had other desktop
microphones in the past and non even begin to compare in terms of the quality and clarity of sound
it produces.
The Blue Yeti Pro also plugs directly into your computer via USB and without too much
configuration or effort, produces stunning audio for your video content.
Whether it’s recording a voice over for a training video, or doing interviews and podcast, this
microphone is my goto for all indoor audio recording.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Rode smartLav+ Lavalier
for recording on the go.
When recording content outdoors, the Blue Yeti Pro doesn’t quite work. However the R
ode
SmartLav+
is the perfect microphone to take with you and plug into your smartphone.
It works well with the later models of the iPhone or iPad. For Androids, it needs a little extra
configuration via additional apps that can be purchased via the Play Store.
(Note: you don’t have to use this brand specifically, a friend of mine used a cheapo brand that she
purchased on ebay from a Chinese seller and the sound quality of that microphone is really good!)

Action step:
Depending on what video camera you selected before, buy the appropriate Microphone for your
device. Typical combinations are:
Logitech C920 Web cam + Blue Yeti Pro Condenser Microphone
Iphone + Rode SmartLav

Lighting
Using good lighting in your videos also helps increase the quality of your visual. Your camera sees
your content differently to the human eye and needs extra light to process the image.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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For indoor filming, I recommend getting a Softbox Lighting Kit or a LED lighting kit.

Cowboy Studio Lighting Kit

A softbox lighting kit provides you with quality light, that is not too expensive. The downside is
that they take up a lot of space and are heavy when packed (27 pounds, or about 12 kilos) so
they’re not ideal to transport around.
If you have a dedicated space to set up this equipment when you film - these could be the right
solution for you.
LED Light Panels.
Now these bad boys cost more than your typical softbox lights, however they are also super
compact and easier to transport if you travel a lot (like me) or if you don’t have a lot of space at
home.
They typically come with a powerpack and the ability to use battery packs, so can be easily used
indoors or outdoors.

Outdoor filming.
LED Camera Light.
If you’re filming outdoors and want a little extra light to decrease the shadows on your face and
light up your subject a LED camera light should do the trick.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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You can attach this to a tripod if you’re filming on your own. It’s also extremely light and compact
allowing it to be easily transported.

Action step:
Decide on the type of lighting you’ll need with consideration to the space that the different lights
require. Buy the lights that suit your situation and needs.
For home recording I have a set of softbox lights, and for recording while I travel, I use LED lights
that I can easily pack in my suitcase.

Video editing Software

Many people start to feel queasy when I tell them that they can edit the videos themselves. With
some video editing software, you can film and cut out all of the errors and add special effects.
There’s lots of options for video editing software based on your budget and enthusiasm to learn.
Free, easy to use:
iMovie (free for mac)
iMovie is a free video editor that comes free with Macs. It’s pretty easy to use to do basic editing for
your videos.
Windows Movie Maker (free for PC)
Windows Movie Maker is the Windows free editor that comes free with Windows PCs. A basic
editor that does the job as free software.
Medium price, easy to use:
Screenflow (for mac)
I love 
Screenflow
. It has been my goto video editor for years. It’s so simple to use and extremely
versatile. From recording screencast on my desktop to do training videos, to recording direct to
camera - 
Screenflow
records and edits like a dream.
It’s not too pricey, and you will get so much use out of it.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Camtasia (for PC and mac)
Camtasia
also allows you to record your screen and direct to camera. It’s available for both PC and
Mac.
The big boys  high end, lots of features, big learning curve.
Adobe Premiere
Adobe Premiere
is a serious video editing software. It’s available from Adobe for a monthly
on-going fee. There is a huge learning curve involved, however if you want to have all of the bells
and whistles 
Adobe Premiere
is a solid option available for both Mac and PC.
Final Cut Pro
Final Cut Pro is a video editor for Mac. It’s a once off cost, unlike Adobe Premiere which is an
ongoing monthly cost. Both are quite similar and do the same thing with all of the extra toppings. It
depends on your budget and use.

Action step:
Decide on what budget you have to invest in video editing software and your capacity to learn
the software.
If you don’t have budget to purchase video editing software - use the free software available on
your PC or Mac. This will do in the early stages.
If you have a medium budget - go for Screenflow or Camtasia.
If you’re swimming in money like Scrooge McDuck and have the patience to learn the software invest in the big boys of video editing.

Winning with engaging content and promotion
In the second last part of your Personal Branding strategy, I wish I could tell you that it’s all private
jets, champagne and money fights from here - sadly it is not. After you’ve determined your
message, who you want to serve, what you want to provide - it’s time to put your website and
content to work.
The secret to growing an irresistible personal brand is to create content...lots of content, consistently.
The truth is, you’re going to need to work your “hustle muscle” big time and it’s not going to be
easy.
When you first start creating content to build brand, is that it takes time to generate momentum. So
whilst you may be putting out fantastic content, you may not get immediate engagement, email
opt ins or enquiries as you would like to see. It’s not uncommon to see little interaction at all in the
early stages.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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However, have faith that your tribe does exist and that they are waiting for you...they just don’t
know that you’re here - yet.
The secret sauce (which really isn’t a secret…) to success with building an irresistible personal brand
is consistency, persistence and some killer strategies to increase your reach and impact.
Strategies for promotion
Content syndication
Content syndication is a really technical and fancy word for “sharing your material to other sites”.
After you’ve spent time creating your amazing: blog post/infographic/YouTube video/Podcast, it’s
not enough to publish it and forget about it. In order for your audience to see your content you need
to take it to them by pushing your content out into third party sites where your tribe hangs out.
This is called content syndication.
There’s lots of talk about Google not liking duplicate content. According to Matt Cutts, head of the
SPAM team at Google - duplicate content only hurts your site if it’s spammy. 
See this article
.
Matt
said in the video, “I wouldn’t stress about this unless the content that you have duplicated is
spammy or keyword stuffing.”
I would start by taking your content and sharing it to your social media pages. Post it to Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest.
Share the link to relevant Facebook Groups and Google + Communities. If you’re part of any forums,
post it there too. Remember not to be spammy, this is about your sharing your content to help your
audience.
Share it to social bookmarking sites such as 
Stumbleupon.com
,
Reddit.com
,
Digg.com
,
Delicious.com
.
Share your content to platforms such as M
edium.com
.
Your role here is to find the sites where your audience hangs out and to publish your content there.
This helps increase your reach, as these social media platforms and websites typically have an
inbuilt audience already. So ideally your audience will see your content on these platforms and
with enough persuasion...come back to your website.
This strategy is definitely not sexy and it’s time consuming however, it’s very effective. You also
don’t need to stress about this strategy, because it’s simple enough to train a virtual assistant to do it
for you. Once you get your system up and running, you can focus on creating the content and then
have your Virtual assistant or outsourced team member syndicate it for you.
Over time you will be able to see which sources drive better traffic and adjust your list of sites to
syndicate to accordingly.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Action step:
To get started with your content syndication, make a list in a spreadsheet of all of the different
sites you will share your content too. Start with:
-

Your social media accounts.
Find Facebook Groups and Google + Communities relevant to your audience and join the groups.
Sign up to a few social bookmarking sites so you can share your content there too
Search for and sign up to additional platforms such as Medium.com., Svbtle.com and for sharing
purposes.

Advertising your content
I love content syndication as a gritty, roll-up-your-sleeves kind of way to promote your content. Be
that as it may, a faster way to amplify your content reach is to use some paid advertising.
Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest and Twitter offer cheap advertising options that you can do yourself,
so you don’t have to go through a media buying agency or broker. All you need is a credit card
and the social media account to get started.
Some people despise the idea of advertising on Facebook/Twitter/Pinterest etc. and to be honest, I
get that. After all, you post on social media, work to build an audience and then you need to pay
for people to see it?
However, pay-to-play is the nature of the game right now on social media. If you want to leverage
the massive reach on Facebook/Twitter/Pinterest - a fast way to do that is to use paid advertising.
You also don’t need to really spend as much as you think. Putting $10-$20 to boost each blog post
will make a significant difference.
When you put some money into boosting your post, consider testing different target audiences to
see how well they respond to your content.
Create your content. Post it to social media. Boost it with a little advertising juice to get you some
more eyeballs on your content.
Action step:
Decide if you have budget to put into advertising for your content. If not, that’s okay. You can
visit advertising later down the track when you have more funds. If yes, set up your advertising
account on the relevant social media site(s) you want to advertise on so you can boost your post
with advertising when it’s ready.
Other people’s audiences
There are some people who have absolutely cracked the code on social media and built massive
audiences. Many of these people may be in the same of complementary markets to you. A
powerful promotional strategy to get your audience lots of reach is to leverage other people’s
audiences.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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This can be done in a few ways. Firstly you can guest post on other people’s websites that already
have traffic and audiences. This is a common strategy used to piggyback off someone else’s
authority. You need to make sure that the content you offer is extremely high quality to warrant a
guest post. Keep in mind that many other people are probably trying to leverage the same site as
you, so in order to stand out - your stuff needs to be good.
Finding sites to guest post on is as straight forwards as searching in google for “your niche” + “guest
post” and applying on the relevant sites.
The second way is to reach out to established authorities in your niche and offer them something in
return for a shout out or sharing of your content. This doesn’t necessarily have to be money, but can
be free products or services. Keep in mind that these personalities are constantly being approached
by other people with the same request. Consequently, your request needs to be relevant to them,
authentic, non-spammy and polite (no one likes dealing with a pushy butthead).

Action step:
Research Facebook and Google for public figures and personalities in your market who are
already established with decent sized followings. Think about how you can offer them value in
exchange for them to share your post with their audience. Draft an email or message to them.
Send it. Repeat for a few public figures. Remember DON’T BE SPAMMY!

Bonus section: Making bank (generating a sustainable income)
When building a Personal brand, many people get caught up in the lights, camera, action side of
things and forget about a crucial component - the dollar dollar bills.
Building an email list and a following takes time, energy and money, so I didn’t feel right not
including a section on how to make money while you build your Personal Brand. The last thing
that I’d want to see happen is for you to spend 6 months to a year (or more!), creating content to
build your email list, only to have more money going out than coming in.
How do you make money while you’re building your email list and your brand? This comes back
to “Your service” that you (should have) established earlier in this guide.
Once you know your service and prices, it’s time to be proactive and go to your potential clients. I
call this process - outreach. Finding your clients, and reaching out to them and offering your services
if it’s a match.
The process of outreaching, finding potential clients and then approaching them is one of the oldest
sales strategies in the book. And, I’ve discovered how necessary this is and how little people actually
do it.
When I first heard of this idea, I thought “man! that sounds SO SPAMMY!” However, as I learnt
more about the process of doing outreach right, where you can offer people your services without
coming across as a sleaze - I was hooked.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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The process is simple.
1. Make sure you have your service, packages and pricing determined.
2. Join a business networking group that has a database of members that you can access
(such as businesschicks.com.au or whatever group is relevant to your market).
3. Search through the database for potential clients, put their names and contact details into a
spreadsheet
4. Draft an email to each of the potential clients, introducing yourself and how you are
connected. Present your services in a non-spammy way. Include ways that you could help
them improve their business and why you think you’re a match. Request a time to chat if
they’re interested. Send it once it’s good to go.
5. Follow up if there’s no response after a few days.
6. Email potential leads every week. Keep track of the ones who respond and those who don’t.
If it’s a no, remember that the timing may just not be right for them.
This process works, but you have to be willing to put in the time and effort.

Action step:
Make sure that you have your services, pricing and packages finalised. Join a business
networking group and find members in there who you can pitch your services to. Pitch - in a non
spammy way. Keep pitching, every week.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………....

What’s next…
I’ve just taken you through a high level overview of how to build a Personal Brand. These are the
exact steps I take all my clients through to get them to a sustainable business that works for them.
Remember, this Personal Branding guide is only as good as your implementation.
I’ve tried to make things as simple as possible for you and layout clear action steps to help you
progress on your journey towards building a Personal Brand that attracts amazing clients that you
love. The truth is – you and your business are unique.
There’s magic bullet or one-size-fits-all solution to get you rich and famous.
Now that you have an idea of what it takes to build a Personal Brand that is aligned to who you
are, and that brings in money every month, would you like our hands-on help in doing that?
Every month, I take on a small number of individual clients who I work with to grow their brands
to generate a consistent income, doing what they love..
Interested? Let’s Talk.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Go ahead and click on the link below. Take a moment to fill out the application.

http://saranguyenonline.com/contactus/
If I see that you’re a good fit, I’ll contact you and schedule a one-on-one strategy session with me,
and I’ll spend time to get to know your unique situation.
Thanks for reading this, and I look forward to hearing from you!

Sara Nguyen

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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